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Make real time professional games capture easy with the Atomos Ninja 
Inferno 4K 60fps HDR recorder 
  
Video recorder specialists Atomos have taken professional games capture to the next level 
with their new 4K Ninja Inferno HDMI recorder and compact monitor. Recording, reviewing and 
sharing your gameplay in the highest quality has never been easier. HDR games can be 
viewed and captured with support for both HDR10 and HLG formats.  
 
The all-in-one 7 inch monitor and recorder has a fast, intuitive touch screen interface. It allows 
developers and content creators to capture extended gameplay sessions in a visually lossless 
10-bit format, giving viewers the closest possible experience to watching the gameplay in 
person. Connecting via HDMI allows recording from popular consoles like the PS4 / Pro, Xbox 
One, Nintendo Switch, Steam Systems as well as gaming PCs with high end graphics cards. 
In fact the Ninja Inferno can record practically any unencrypted HDMI source up to 4K 60p or 
1080p 120fps, and with a 1500Nit display revealing 10+ stops of dynamic range it provides 
HDR monitoring for next gen games capture. 
 
The Ninja Inferno is fast becoming the new standard in professional game recording and is 
already used by a wide variety of major software and hardware companies. Games reviewers 
and power users are also benefitting from the convenience of having a portable capture device 
with instant replay.  
  
Richard Leadbetter of Youtube channel Digital Foundry is one such user. In the past four 
weeks alone he has received more than 1 million views on of 4K 60 fps content captured on 
Atomos devices. “The Ninja Inferno integrates everything into a portable package,” Leadbetter 
explains. He adds: “Using ProRes means that the files are relatively light - I can capture & 
playback 4K60 with no frame loss”. 
 
Games developer Bethesda recently used Atomos products to showcase their new release 
Prey (2017) by allowing journalists to record sample gameplay. One of the reviewers who tried 
the Ninja Inferno was Benjamin Kratsch of GLP Media. He explains “it’s pretty convienent 
because you can see directly what you recorded….It’s cool for Youtubers and it’s cool for 
journalists when you do a review and you want to show your readers what’s going on”. 
 
Utilising off the shelf 2.5” SSD drives you can capture in Hollywood standard codecs of Apple 
ProRes or Avid DNxHR, which allow for optimal recording quality along with quick and easy 
editing.  With up to 8 channels of embedded audio and 2 additional channels of analogue 
audio the Ninja Inferno makes it simple to capture all aspects of the game, as well as providing 
a Microphone level input for commentary or input from a live mixer at events. 
  
Playback is instant, both to the in-built 7 inch screen, and also via HDMI to connected displays. 
At live events you can have a live loop out of the recording, replay recorded clips or create a 
play list of favourite clips, at up to 4k 60p. The advanced controls even allow you to generate 
playlists, or slow mo the footage right on the unit. The output of the Ninja Inferno can be left at 
a native 4K but it also allows for a 4kUHD to HD down convert for use on 1080p TV’s or 
projectors.  
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Contact press@atomos.com to find out where Atomos will be at E3 2017 
 
For more info please visit www.atomos.com 
  
ENDS 
  
		
 
About Atomos – Great Products People Love 
Atomos exist to help creative professionals cut through technology barriers by creating easy to use, cutting edge HDR 
4K & HD Monitor-recorders. Each product enables a faster, higher quality and more affordable production for video 
professionals. Atomos is based in Australia with offices in the USA, Japan, China and Germany and has a worldwide 
distribution partner network. Further product information can be found: 
 

 

Website: www.atomos.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/AtomosGlobal 

Twitter: @Atomos_News 

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/AtomosVideo  

Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/atomosvideo  
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